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JLbSTRACT

The world in which

e

live dexands that

work be done with speed and efficiency, yet
it mi:st be done effectively and at low cost.

The Drying operations of any sawmill is con-

fronted with just sucn a probleiL. Fresent
day requirements are for
is

luber that

nisture content and low

in price.

this in mind this investigation,
of which follow, was made.

is low

Vith

the results
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INTRODUCTICi

Objective:

This thesis is a coxparison of the three types
of dry kilns that are used in the Pacific horthwest. A

couparison which was to f1rd out whether the blower type,
the cross-circulation, kiln as designed by the ocre Dry

Lun Co.paiy, or the cross-circulation kiln as designed by
Herbert Fryer was iiore efficient.
During the course of investigation, the author found
that it is very difficult to fird the necesari data.
Yirst, very few nulls using dry kiln keep the data necesary to rake a conlparisoLl of this type. Secondly, z:ills
that do keep data do not have data for just one lunber
class--for exaiiple; a mill will keep a record of the
,

stea consuted during one ionth. During this
month thep will dry stock from one inch strips four inches
to stock three inches thick and eighteen or twenty-four
inches wide. Naiurally, the thicker stock takes nuch longer to dry than the thin stock and it will require iuch
amount of

nore steai and

electric power. Therefore, in order to
make a fair coiprison the data acceptable oust De lioited as to specie, tiìickness, giade, and locality in which
the tiiriber was cut.

The schedule used to dry the luiber should also be
the same as this is one of the most important factors in

determining the effeciency of

a

dry kiln.

In other words,

it would almost be necessaLy to make the study at one mill

having all three types of kilns.

(ote should

be made of

the fact that when a mill has all three types of kiins,

none of them are of the

salLe

a 1920 model of kiln "A",

age--in other

ords they have

a 1930 model of kiln

h",and a

1940 model of kiln "C"--it is hardly fair to compare a
1920 model "T" Pord to a 1940 model Ford V-b.

These introductory paragraphs are added to make it
clear that it is veiy difficult if
a fair comparison as to

lossible to make
of different

types of

kilns because it is almost impossible to have the different
types operating under the same coíiditions.

CHAPTER

i

GERAL
1. I-urpose

ofseas41uiíiber
iieans, "to make fit

terii, seasoniiig, in
tuis case
or use", thus when applied
to luber, means to make lumber tit íor use. In its re±erence to lunber it invariably Leans the removal oP at
lease sorne water, that is the drying oÍ lurber. There are
The

two Lain methods of drying lumber: (1) by

and (2) by using a

kiln.

air seasoning,

trend ror the past years
has bee to use dry kiins Iiore and. xore, and the recent
stilLulus of the National Defense Prograi has acted as the
proverbial "shot in the arm". Kiln dried lurber is coming
into prominence more and nore, because lunber can be dried.
froij its green state to a Loisture content that will
nahe
it suitable for any use, inside of a coLparatively short
tire when compared to the old method of air seasoning.
The following are the main objectives of drying lumber
regardless of whether the natural elements or the artiThe

kiln is used to dry the material.
1. To reduce the weight of lumber for shipping.
o prepare the wood for whatever use it is to be
applied: that is to improve the quality of the pro-

ficially

heated.

duct, to reduce the shrinking, warping, and checking
after it is putinto use, and to make it less
subject to decay, stain, mold, and attack by insects.

2.

Reasoas for using a dry kiln

The kiln drying of lurber

may be defined as the process of seasoning lurber under

arti-

ficiali: induced and controlled conditions.
There are several reasons for using dry hilns in pre-

ference to air seasoning of
1.

luiber:

To speed up the rate of drying--froi

tines.

six to thirty

This means a quick turnover of capital, a

more flexible operation, less capital tied up in the
yards, and lower insurance costs and taxes.
2.

To reduce the noisture content of the lunber to a

point lower than is attainable by mere air drying.
This is to insure a nininun of shrinkage in buildinds after the lumber is being used, to prevent the

opening up of cracks, checks and joints.

This

is especially noticeable in those parts of the

country in which buildings have to be heated.
3.

To reduce the amount
the drying of lunber.

of'

degrade that results from
Stain, warping,

checking, and

case-hardening often result from air drying and these
can be prevented by proper kiln drying.
4. To

bring tue orders up to the saw.

often of strategic advantage
orders

arid

stock

of

t

That is, it is

be able to fill

accept contracts without carrying a large
sawed lumber in the yard.

This means bring-

ing the order right up to the saw and meeting
petit i on.

coni-

-loTo set pitch.

This is done by using a temperature high

enough to evaporate or harden the pitch that runs or
oozes from the lumber after the

lUL:.ber

has been put into

us e.
b.

cne other important purpose of kiln drying green lumber
is to sterilize it against insects amd stain.

The proble

of drying wood

If drying wood were simply a

matter of eaporating the moisture, there would be no problexa there,

since it would consist

necesary heat

ì:.Lerely

to evaporate the water.

of supplying the

however, this is

nut the case.

Shrinkage of the wood is responsible for

a

multitude

of the troubles encountered when trying to Kiln dry wood.
(1) The

fore,

shrinkage of wood as it dries is not uniform,

there-

as it dries it sets up stresses within the piece of

lumber that may result in what is known as casehardening,
checking, honeycobing and warping.

excessive shrinkage Irnown as

Another

(2)

fornì of

is quite coImLon in

drying green lumber of certain species at a high temperature.
(3)

The wood may becoìïe discolored.

2or example, maple

sapwood, sone western yellow pine sapwood,

and sugar pine

turn brown under certain conditions.

The lumber may

become mouldy in

a

(4)

kiln if dried at a conparativel; low

temperature and a high humidity.

(5)

The lumber may dry

unevenly so that part of the kiln charge becomes dry and is
ready to be taken from the kiln before the rest of the charge
is ary.

(6)

The lumber may become too dry.

If the lumber

- ll_
does becoirie too dry

it

has a tendency to loosen the knots,
thereby lowering the grate of lu:ber. Extremely dry lumber
is hìrder to work, then too, after the dry lumber is put into
use and picked up a liLtie moisture it will swell,
causing

trouble. These are a few of the difficulties, not mentioning
those due to the richanical make-up of the kiln.
The Economic

S4ificance

of iln Drying

Loer]rl

"Considered from the standpoint of the country as a
whole,
ïrcper operation of dry
is of considerable
eco.omic significance. There is no kiins
question but that a large
amount of waste or degrade that now occurs
in the drying of
lumber either outdoors or in kiins can be prevented
by the
intelligent operation of nuns.

te

"By drying lumber to a low moisture content at
the mill,
the freight charges on the lumber
can
be
reduced
coriside
It is estimated that in l 22 the country's freight bill ably.
Oil
lumber was 25Q,OOO,OOO. f reduction in weight of two
per cent in addition to what isalreadr
would
mean a saving of approximately 5,OOO,OOOaccomplished
in
transportation
alone. On many shipments a
of from five to ten
per cent would be within the reduction
range
of
practical possibilities,
and occasionally a reduction of over thirty
per cent could
be iossible. Furthermore, within reduced
weights
could be loaded onto a car and solle rolling stock nere lumber
released
for other urposes.

"The time that could be saved by cutting down
the length
of drying periods at some plants
by remodeling the nilns,
installing modern
operating
hums so that
the lwber will dryequipment,and
in the minirilun of time the
without
serious
degrade is considerable. It is possible in soe cases
increase the kiln capacity over twenty-five per cent by tomerely
improving present practices. 0±1 the other hand, many manufacturers try to dry lumber iii so short a time as to make
good results impossible. One manufacturer
found that by
lengthening the Jryin'
of each charge the degrade was
greatly reduced. s a result, he did not need. to dry anywhere
near so great a cuantity as before,
and his kilns which pre-

tie

viously wei

crowded afforded ample

capacity.
"Wood dried uniformly, to the right
content,
and without serious internal stresses, will.oisture
give more satisfaction while passing through the shop, and in the finished
product, than when improperly dried. Lumber
satisfactorily

-12-

dried nïeans 1es culis in the shç, fewer replaceiìients,
less return of goods for repair or adjustnient, and. a
better reputation for the rianuacturer or the builder
than
lumber dried in a haphazard way. Exaip1es of luniber, small
diniension stock, or finished sizes, warpir, checkLg, or
shrinking to undersize while passing through the shop are
comon. The checking of wooden products, the opening up of
joints, and the misfit of drawers or doors after they leave
the factory are fruitful sources of coL.plaint which can often
be traced back to the kiln.
.ny elimination of waste, whether
of time, money, or materials, raearis cheaper production and
lower selling prices, which are essentials in improving the
economic condition of a country.
TtA reduction of degrade and waste ol' lunber ieans
less lunther needs to be cut, furnishing one of the meansthat
of
prolonging the rajidly diminishing supply of timber. Furthermore, most of the 20,000,000,000 feet of lumber that are kiln
dried each year consists of the upper grades. If the degrade
caused by seasoning the upper grades could be reduced to
2 per cent, not only would less high grade lumber need to be
cut but some of the lower grades that are the natural
accompaniment of high grade lumber and much of the low grade
produced by the inproper Kiln drying would nct oc thrown on
a market already flooded with low-grade lumber. This would
afford the lumberman a better opportunity to dispose of the
legitimate lower grades and hence encourage closer utilizat i on.
"The timber in this country is now being cut
times
fast as it grows. hny reduction of the drain onfour
the
forests, especially when it can be accomplished without curtailing the industries, is a step toward the efficient
conservation of one of the must important natural resources." i

as

-

CHFTER 11
}-IISTOEY

Early types of dry kiins The tact that outdoor drying of
lunber was not sufficient for cabinets, furniture, and other
articles for interior use,or wherever tight joints are
necessary was realized early in the woodworking trades. Very
likely their first atteLpts at seasoning wood was to pile it
in open piles in a warm rooni--perhaps in the workshp or above
the workshop until it was thoroughly dry or until it was needed. However, the lack of proper kiln drying rethods is
evidenced by the open joints of the furniture that is to be
found ii n:useuns or in the furniture that has been handed
down as heirlooxs. The earliest kilns used for drying lumber
by using heat were probably developed in urope. They consisted of a chamber with a perforated floor beneath which a
fire was built. The smoke and heat passed through the lumber
that was piled openly on the floor above and out through a
vent in the ceiling. During this time it was considered
advanta(;eous to burn green branches of the salLe species of
wood as was being dried--if the best results were to be
secured. The smoke had the added effect of darkening the wood
and was supposed to harden poplar and other soft textured
woods. Later solLe of these kilns were furnished with a

firebox or furnace over which
humidify the

air.

a

basin of water

was kept

to

-14-

In this country an even less elaborate kiln, known as
the "smoke kiln" or "Arkansas kiln" was developed.

This

kiln is still used in some of the southern states.

This

kiln consists of a platform set on posts, boarded in on three
sides.

The lumber (usually pine, as it is the principle

species dried in this way) is piled on the platfori.

and.

the

fire built underneath it, the smoke and heated gases passing

through the lumber pile.

r[he

lumber,

of course,

by the smoke except where the stickers cross.
is

is blackened

The discoloration

dressed oft later.

Developed from these simple forms, the dry kiins has
passed through a number of modifications.

Several decades

ago the advantage of drying lumber by using moist air began
to be appreciated, so the manufacturers of certain kilns

obtained much favorable advertising by calling their kiins
"moist-air" kilns.

These kilns did not differ fundamentally

from the other kilns but were usually euipped with some com-

paratively simple device for keeping more or less moisture
in the air.

The idea of drying wood "artificially" by means of dry

kilns is of cor.parative recent origin, dating back not much

beyond the 1860's.
States

1

It is a noteworthy fact that The United

far ahead of all other countries in the develop-

ment of this practice.

This fact is undoubtedly due to the

rapid exploitation of the forests and the enormous consumption
of wood per capita in the development and settlement of this

country.

- iR
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CHAPTER 111
REQTJIREI.ENTS OF A GOOD DRY

LN

Why not dry lumber as cloth or other hygroseopic raaterials
are dried?

In tinies past the process of kiln drying was

discussed entirely fron the standpoint o± the evaporation of
so iuch water without

wood itself.

consideration of the behavior of the

In other wordsthe thermodynamics of the process

were taken into consideration without giving a thought to

what was taking place in the wood itself.

This is very

similar to studying food problems by simple chemical analysis
without paying any attention to the physiological processes
involved.

When the problem of what takes place inside the

piece of wood being dried is considered, the other side of
the question, namely, heat consumption and rate of evaporation

sinks into relative insignificance.
In the drying of cloth or sand or other loose materials,

all that is needed is a meaxs for supplying the heat and

carrying away the water vapor that is evaporated.

A circu-

lation of air that coLes in contact with all the surfaces of
the material will fulfill this demand very simply.

When water is contained in a substance such as wood or
almost any other organic substance (leather, gelatine, etc.),
an amount of heat in addition to the latent heat of evapora-

tion is required.

This heat is called the heat of adsorption.

The amount of heat of adsorption required varies with the

-16substance.

In the case of wood it is approximately 135 BTU

per pound of water to be evaporated.

This applies only to

the moisture belcw the fiber-saturation point; the free water
in the wood does not require this extra amount of heat.

So far, the drying of wood and the drying of cloth have

been very similar.
(1)

Here is where the difference comes in:

Cloth is a very flexible substance and water moves through

it readily,

while wood on the other hand is an inflexible

substance and water moves through it with great difficulty,

especially in the case

el'

heartwood.

(2)

Then as the wood

dries it shrinks sorietimes causing great stresses which result
in "honeycoinbing".

(3)

As the wood drtes under stress it

takes a severe set, or changes dimensions,
as "casehardening".

(4)

this being known

Wood as it dries below the fiber-sat-

uration point hardens and stiffens greatly.

(5)

To remove

moisture below the fiber-saturation point a moisture gradient
is necessary.

This gets involved when thought is given to the

fact that wood is not a homogeneous substance and, therefore,

does not shrink equally in all directions.

(6)

In pervious

woods, as the sapwoods of most species, the freewater moves

readily by capillarity somewhat like oil in a wick, or water

through blotting paper, and Is evaporated as it comes to the
surface.
jury.

In this case the

;ood is easily dried without in-

In impervious woods, such as heartwood, the free-water

moves with difficulty and often acts as though "bottled up" in
the cells.

In such cases it may pass out not as liquid flow

but only by a process of diffusion just as the hygroscopic

Doisture does, which is a very slow operation.

-

Water In wood
water.

1'7

-

wood, under ordinary ociiditioris, contains

The growth of the tree takes place in those parts

of the tree tbat are well supplied With water,

the

canibiur.;

layer, and during the green condition of the cells they

continue to be coLparatively wet.
late of wood,

in fact,

Water is a natural assoc-

the two have a great affinity for

each other and are not easily separated.

wood in two distinct forms.
as iLbibed water.

made up of

sorie

Water exists in

First as free water and secondly

If each cell is thought of as a bucket

absorbent material it is very easy to show

the relationship of the two types.

That water contained

in the bucket is called free water while that absorbed by

the walls of the bucket is called inbibed water.
the free w.ter

xiiay

be removed from the cell cavity without

taking any of the imbibed water fro:L the cell.
as all the

wter

All of

As soon

is removed frorì the cell cavity then, the

additional water that is removed
and they begin to dry out.

cories

fror

the cell walls

The condition that exists when

the cells are empty and the cell walls are conpletely satur-

ated is known as the fiber-saturation point.

situation exists whex

This

the wood contains about 25 per cent

moisture content (based on oven dry weight).
"In the living tree, the amount of moisture in the
wood may range from 2O per cert of Its oven dry weight to
30 per cent.
The heartwood of conifers is usually near to
its fiber-saturation point, containing about 30 per cent
of moisture, but the sapwood which contains much free water,
often has from 100 to 150 per cent. No wood in a healthy
condition in the living tree is dryer than its fibersaturation point. Dry wood is, therefore, in an abnormal
condition, when considered from a physiological standpoint."
(2)

-18-

Early theories about

lux'iber

drying

A

single cause for

the poor results obtained by the early types of dry kilns
can not be found, because the causes were many.

first place it was a new field

known about it.

and.

In the

little, if any, was

For exanp1e one of the theories advanced,

instead of being a step forward, was a step in the
site direction.

oppo-

It was claimed that wood dries from the

inside to the outside, that is, the interior becante dry
first.

This was accouplished by heating the lumber thor-

oughly,

clear into the interior; the high temperature is

then supposed to have driven the moisture out.

A little

thought would show that it is impossible for the interior
of a substance to become dry before the exterior is at

least equally dry.

Then too, if the high temperature was

going to drive the moisture anywhere it would first drive
it towards the center of the piece being dried.

Then as

the whole piece became dry the moisture would not move in

any direction because the whole piece was the same temperature.

Another theory, is that moisture moves away from heat.
Thus when straight heat is applied to a piece of wood the

moisture moves towards the center of the piec1where it is
hard to remove.

If we accept this theory it is not hard

to understand that if at certain times during the heating

process the temperature of the surface of the lumber is
suddenly reduced to a point considerahly lower than the
interior of the wood, then the moisture in the interior

-

ici

-

of the lumber will tend to flow towurds the cooler surface.

The type of kiln manufactured by the National Dry Kiln

Company makes use of this theory.
H. D.

Tiemann, in his buokiet entitled "Lessons in

Kiln-Drying't

publishes what he calls the "A. B.

C.

of Kiln-

Drying" a copy of which follows:
A.

"Control of humidity at all times."

B.

"Ample circulation at all points."

C.

"Uniform and proper temperatures."
Physical Conditions

"Wood is soft and plastic while hot and moist, and
becomes "set" in whatever shait dries.
Some species
are more plastic than others."
1.

2. "Wood substance begins to shrink only when it dries
below the fiber-saturation point, at which it contains
from 25 to 30 per cent moisture based on its dry weight.
Eucalyptus and certain other species are (appear to be)
exceptions to this law. The overall size and shape
of the block may change, however, before this point is
reached, due to collapse. This accounts for the apparent exceptions mentioned."

"The shrinkage of wood in generai is about twice
as great circuniferentially as in the radiai direction;
3.

lengthwise it is very slight."
4.

"Wood shrinks most when subjected, while kept moist,

to slow drying at high temperatures."

"Rapid drying at high temperatures produces less
shrinkage thaii slow drying but is apt to cause casehardening and honeycombing, especially in dense woods."
5.

6. "Casehardenixg and honeyconbing result directly
from conditions l,2,4,and 5. Honeycombing in dense
impervious woods is largely due to collapse of the
inner portion after the surface has hardened."

"BrIttleness is caused by carrying the drying process
too far or by using too high temperatures.
Safe limits
of treatment vary greatl., for various species."
7.

-20-

"Iood absorbs or loses moisture in proportion to
the relative humidity in the air, the proportional
amount varies slightly with the temperature. This
property is called 'hygroscopicity'."
8.

9.

"Hygroscopicity and working are reduced but not
eliminated by thorough drying."
10. "Moisture tends to transfuse frani the hot towards
the cold portions of the wood."

The Process of Drying
"The evaporation from the surface of a stick should
not exceed the rate at which the moisture transfuses
from the interior to the surface."
A.

"Drying should proceed uniformly at all points, otherwise extra stresses are set up in the wood causing
warping."
B.

C. "Heat should penetrate to the iiìterior of the
lumber
before drying begins."

"The humidity should be suited to the condition of
the wood. at the start and reduced at the proper ratio
as the drying progresses."
D.

"The temperature should be uniform (i.e. with reference to position and not to time) and as high as
species under treatment will stand without excessive
shrinkage.
E.

"Rate of drying should be controlled by the amount
of humidity in the air and not by the rate of
circulation, which should be ample at all points."
F.

"Best results in drying woods and hardwoods are
obtained at comparatively low temperatures; rapid
drying at high temperatures, such as results from
liminary steaming at slight pressures and for shortpreperiods, is satisfactory for woods which will
stand
this treatment without honeycombing or
collapse."
G.

H.

"The degree of dryness attained should
conform to
the use to which the wood is to be
put."

"Proper piling of lumber, and weighting
to prevent
warping are of great importance.
The pile should be
so arranged especially when
green,
air to pass through in a somewhat so as to permit the
downward direction,
never upward, as the spontaneous
cooling
prcduced by
the evaporation increases
its density."
I.

-21-

J. ttln woods subject to collapse the teriiperature must
he kept low until the free-water has passed out of the
fibers in the interior.tt
These statements by H.

ity

D.

Tiemann, the foremost author-

kiln-drying in the United States, constitute the
most modern theories on Kiln-drying of lumber.
Requirements of a kiln:
From the standpoint of the requirements of the lumber there
are just three factors of importance, namely: (1) Proper
air circulation: Huge sums of money and an immense amount
of research have been devoted to the study of aerodynamics,
estecially in its relationship to the airplane. ihe subject
has been found to be a very coiplicated one. fever-the-less,
in the ease of dry kiins this subject has been taken-forIt is safe to say that in dry kilns, in a large
nuLlber of cases, the air actually moved in the opposite
direction from what it was supposed to! In natural circulation kiins the air went down through the piles instead of
up, even when the heatirg coils were directly the piles and
ventilators in the roof directly over the piles. In kilns
provided with chimneys the air often went down the chimney
instead of up; and in blower kilne a suction was often
created instead 01' anticipated pressure. hen the fact
that both the other important elements in kiln drying,
humidity and temperature, are largely dependent upon circulating, the seriousness of the situation becomes apparent.
Even a slight change in air circulation, in the kiln, will
alter the temperature of a given point several degrees
on

-22A single stick or lumber could be heated by iadiation

until it was dry.

There would be no circulation of air

except that caused by the heat rising--convection currents.

However, this is obviously impractical in drying a pile of
lumber.
is

Exceptions to the general rule that circulation

necessary

vahen

drying wood are:

the Nickel Kiln in

which pipes are placed between the layers of lumber, the

Merritt Veneer Kiln in which wood is dried by placing it in
contact with heated platens,

and.

veneer kilas which make use

of the same principle as used in the above mentioned Nickel
Ki in.

By using tables it is a simple matter to compute the
amount of air that must pass through a given pile of lumber
in the required time to produce a given rate of drying,

remembering that good drying practice calls for a minimum
drop in temperature and rise in humidity while passing through
the lumber.

The conclusion is inevitable that for the proper

drying of lumber, some kind of forced ventilation is essential.
.t this time it would be well to point out that there is

such a thing as having too high a velocity of circulation air.
This is not good as it will inevitably lead to stagnation of
air flow and cessation of drying in certain places.

wanted is a bulk movement of air.
the pile.

What is

A movement in all parts of

This is not likely to oc;ur .hen there are high

velocities of air.
The required velocity depends upon the kind of drying.
For exaple,
as oak,

in one inch refractory,

green, hirdwoods,

such

an air movement of one half to one foot per second

-23is ample if the pile

is front five to six feet wide.

For

thicker material it may be even less, provided it is positive, for the thicker the material the less will be the

amount of evaporation taking place.

rapidly drying, green, pervious,

On the other hand, for

conifers, velocities as

high as 240 feet per minute (4 feet per second) have proved
to be desirable.

(From the latest information available

it seems that velocities up to 600 feet per minute are

de-

sirable.)

To find if the velocity in kilns is uniform and adequate, the best methoö. is to note the drop in temperature
of the air in passing across the pile.

This drop in

tern-

perature should never be great, because much drop means
an eve

greater rise in humidity.

A large drop is

iafly bad at the beginning of a run, when a uniform

espectern-

perature throughout the pile, in order to get the lumber

thoroughly heated, is desirable.

In order to make a check

and find if the circulation is adequate it is best not to
rely upon the conventional recorder instruments when they
are fixed in place.

The temperature reading should be

taken at various places along the charge.
of humidity:

To

(2)

Control

anyone not farniliar with peculiar be-

havior of wood while dryin,, it must seem paradoxical to

maintain a high temperature

,

in a kiln,

to hasten the

evaporation of moisture, and at the same time maintain a
humidity which reduces the rate of evaporation.

however,

the problem in drying lumber is not one of securing rapid

evaporation, it is one of obtaining a rapid transfusion

-

of moisture fror

4-

the interior of the lumber to the su:face

of the lumber without injurin

the lurber.

The following

are the principle reasons for maintaining a humidity or for

occasionally steaming the lumber in the kiln:
(1)

To aid in the prevention, or reduction of surface

and end checking.

Checking is usually due to internal stresses

which are caused by uneven drying.

The ends

surface

and.

of the boards tend to dry faster than the interior,

so when

the rapid drying is slowed down to the speed at which the

interior is drying, the tendeilcy to check is removed.
(2)

To prevent casehardening and to aid in relieving

casehardening if it does occur.
(3)

To speed up the transfusion of the moisture from

the center of the board to the surface of the board.

hen

the surface of the board becomes dry, the water will not

pass from the interior to the surface of the board as rapidly
as if the surface were not so dry.
(4)

To even up the moisture content.

Steaming lumber

at high temperatures tend to even up the moisture content ra-

pidly.
5) To

regülate the dryness of the lumber.

If a

certain relative humidity and temperature is maintained in a
kiln, the moisture content of the wood will not drop below
a certain point

(moisture equilibrium). It is

ot

advisable,

as a rule.to maintain a final humidity corresponLing to the

desired final moisture content, because the final stages of

drying will become very slow.

It

is better to have the

relative humidity slightly lower to speed up the

rte

of drying.
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Consideration was given to humidity in some of the
est kilns.

Various and sundry devices were used to

earliadd.

moisture to the air or to retain at least part of the
moisture evaporated from the wood.
often used.

Trays of watet were

As far back as 1862, Oliver,

of New Haven,

Connecticut, patented a kiln in which live steam was used
and in 1866 a patent was granted by the Colony of Victoria,
(Australia) to Richard Turnbridge for a stea

pipe kiln

in which free steam was admitted to the drying chamber.

In

1910, John House of Melbourne, Australia, was granted a

patent on a kiln which used trays of water.

These trays

also contained charcoal or some other absorptive material,

presumably to give greater evaporation surface.

Early

patents granted in England also include humidification.
In the United States,

betwen

the time of the earliest

kiln and the kilns of recent design, the need for regulation
of huiidity seems to have been over-looked.

This was

probably due to the opening up of vast resource. of softwoods that are round in the South and the Northwest.

These softwoods could be dried (to reduce freight costs) with
little loss due to degrade, with little or no attention to
humidity.

however, the need for controlled and regulated

humidity became more apparent when the losses due to degrade fro1, lumber cut from western larch, "sinker" redwood,
and

sob.e

enormous.

of the other more difficult species to dry,

became

-26-

Attenpts were made to retain
given off by the wood by c1osin

usine

solfie

the

of the moisture
i1n tight or by

weighted dampers which would open only when the

pressure inside the kiln, developed by the vapor, exceeded the atmospheric pressure outside of the kiLi.

Others

made use of chimneys in such a way that only the excess

moisture near the bottoni of the kiln was allowed to escape.
Tightly closed kiins with condensers (some were made of
canvas, pipes, glass, or metal( for the removal of the
excess moisture) were very much in style at one time. By

using these condensers properly a fairly good control of
the humidity could be attained.

None of these kilns had

any direct positive humidity control.
It will be good to mention at this time, that for good

drying consttnt temperature and humidity is not necessary.

A smooth line on the recorder chart does not mean that
good drying conditions are being attained.

The essential

thing is that all parts of the charge be subjected to the
same conditions.

The conditions should be uniform as to

location, but not as to time.

Direct methods for positive humidity control had been

used in air conditioning for some time previous to this
era. In fact) some of the patents were so old at this time

that they had expired.

however, none of them had been

applied to the kiln drying of lumber.
time,

After a period of

during which considerable experimenting was doue, the

desired result was attained.

1lhe

first comaeacial size

kiln of this type was erected at Berkeley, California.

-27The

popularity of this Water Spray Kiln continued to

until the

end of World War 1.

hundred of these kilns had been
of the country.

grow

this tire over three
installed in various parts

During

Rapid development fcllowed in the iniprovernent of the
other thakeE of comnniercial kilns, until today all kiins

attempting to

technical drying have adopted soirie forma
of positive humidity control.
In the majority of the recently designed dry kiins,
the humidity is regulated automatically by the injection of
live stea into the air strean. The amount of steam allowed
to enter at any time is controlled by a thermostat which
is operated by the wet bulb, often called a 'hygrostat"
to distinguish it frcma the instruient controling the dry
bulb temperature. Usually the two bulbs are combined into
one instrument, which is also a two-pei recorder.
One disadvantage of using this method of raising the
humidity is that it also raises the temperature of the kiln.
This is particularly objectionable v.here a very low temperature
Is reQuired during the early stages of drying humidification.
Other disadvantages to using this method are: (1) Usually
high pressure steam is injected into the kiln to produce a
do

thorough mixing of the

air

and steam.

Due

to the vapor-

saturation-temperature curve of steam, when dry steam at
boiler pressureis allowed to escape into the atmosphere, it
becomes super-heated, even though it does cool. The amount

-28of super-heating can readily be computed, by neans of a

£orLula, provided the StcaL is dry or the degree
of wetness known. Because of this super-heating effect,
the injection of boiler pressur steam into the air is likely

well

known

to produce a reduction in the hurnidity rather than a desired
increase. This is the reason that "steanaing" lumber at a
high temperature, to condition it, sonetines fails to accomplish

its objective. Instead

of rnoistenina the surface

of the lumber by increasing the hunidity,

it

may

actually

intensify drying conditions by decreasing the moisture content
at the surface. Sornetirties reducing valves are resorted to
in an attempt to overcome this super-heating effect but
they are really useless in this respect unless the supply
line 000iS off the steari before it reaches the kiln. In
the whole,injection of wet steam is probably the most practical. (2) Other disadvantages to using this method are that
in all kiins controlled by the wet bulb, the relative humidity,
not the moisture equilibrium of the wood, is what is determined.
Never-the-less, it is the moisture equilibriui condition and
not the relative humidity that is of importance. The two
are not the same, and their relation varies considerably
with the temperature. Experimentally it has beei found that
the moisture equilibriurL is very nearly (but not quite)
proportional to the wet bulb depression within the normal
range of kiln drying conditions. Since it is the iioisture
equi1ibriui that we are Interested in, it is logical that
the depression of the wet bulb should serve not only as a
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measure of the moisture eauilibrium condition of the wood
but also to control the drying intensity of the kiln,

irrespective of temperature.

(By drying intensity we are

concerned i.erely with describing the atnospherie condition
producing
face,

a

certain rate of drying front a free water sur-

irrespective of the Laterial being dried or of its

irtirnediate

condition.)

Very efficient "hygrostats" are

nade which utilize this principle of temperature difference

between the wet and dry bulb.

The only draw back to these

"hygrostats" is that they are attached to a sample in the
kiln.
is

Should this sample be fast drying, the whole charge

subjected to severe treatment.

it should be a slow

On the other hand,

if

drying piece, the progress of the whole

charge is slowed down.

A method should be devised that

would measure the moisture equilibriuw condition of at
least a larger share of the charge,
so that the kiln drying conditions

if

not the whole charge,

could be closely re-

gulated.

Control of Temperature:

Why Heat is necessary:

Why is temperature necessary at all?
that comes to one's xiind naturally,

The first answer

is that it takes heat

to evaporate moisture and therefore it is necessary to

supply heat to evaporate the moisture.
no answer.

The same amount of heat could be supplied at

any temperature.
same thing!

In reality this is

In fact, Heat and temperature are not the

The same amount of E.T.U.'s could be supplied

at almost any temperature if the circulation of the air was

-

low enough to permit evaporation.

The heat available to

produce evaporation is the amount o1 heat
contained in the
amosphere above its wet bulb temperature, and this
is

available at either high or low temperature,
although it
is perhaps easier to maintain the
wet bulb depression at a

hiher temperature.

Heat serves several purposes in a dry

kiln, including:
(1)

The most important reason for using heat
is that

the rate of diffusion or water movement
through the wood

Itself increases with temperature.

That is,the coe±'ficent

of moisture diffusion increases with
the temperature.
is ver' obvious that evaporation

It

from the surface cannot

proceed faster than the moisture can transfuse5 from
the
inside to the surface. There are only two means
of influencing the rate of

transfus2ion,

steepness of moisture graditnt.
ure gradient effects, directly,

nmely, temperature and
Since steepness of moisttIse

amount of stress in

the wood. (the amount of set, easehardening,
etc., produced)
we must use teiuperature if we are to make
the rate of transfusion faster.

Heat Is always necessary to evaporate the
moisture
thet comes to the surface of the lumber.
because evaporation
consumes heat, heat must be supplied if the
rate of evaporation
is to be kept constant.
(2)

() Heat

is required to separate the moisture
from the

wood below the fiber-saturation point.

This heat requirement

is small, about 34 BTU per pound
of wood dried.

uration to complete dryness).

(from sat-

-

(4)

An increase

capacity of the air

amolnt
in theAair also increases the

br

carrying nLoisture.

however, this

advantage is offset to a large extent by the fact that
when higher temperatures are used, a higher relative

humidity must also be used.
(5)

kiln,

High temperatures simliar to those used in a

prevent decay, blue stain, and nould during the dry-

ing operation.

The temperacures usually used towards the

end of the drying process are high enough to sterilize
the wood against these fungus growths, so that the wood

must be infected again before it will decay.
(6)

If a temperature of 1300 F. or over is maintained

for an hour and one half, or longer, powder-post beetles

will be killed, and very

liely ordinary kiln drying

conditions are fatal to all insects that may be in the

lumber at the time it is dried.
(7)

Heat makes wood plastic; thereby reducing its

internal stresses as it dries and shrinks, and tends to
cup and warp.

In other words, wood that is dried at a

high temperature is more apt to remain straight than wood
dried at lower temper: tures.
It should be added that wood kept in a kiln at tempera-

tures above 1500 F. for any length of time is not so strong
as

that dried at lower temperatures.

The amount it is

weakened varies with the temperature and the length of
time the high temperature was maintained.
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How Heat is Supplied

There are three ways that heat can

be supplied to any object, namely:

(1)

By conduction,

that is, by means of direct contact with the source.

This

method when used in kilns is practical only in the case
of veneer dryers.

(2)

By radiation; by direct passage

of the heat rays from the source of heat.

This method is

also impractical when large quantities of lumber are to
be dried.

(3)

By convection; by heated currents of vapor.

This is the only

ractical means of drying large c1uantities

or piles of lumber.

The most popular method of heating dry kiins is by
means of steam pipes.

The most important consideration,

as far as the process of heating a kiln goes,

is that of

uniform distribution of the heat, particularly between
the two ends of the kiln.

This is far more important

than having the ability to maintain a constant temperature.

The distribution of heat is largely dependent upon the

arrangement of the heating pipes, and whether or not they
are functioning properly.
I

will not take time in this article to point out

the various piping systems.

These systems can be found

in any book on dry kilns or in the dry kiln catalogue.

-

CHAPTER

IV

the preceedin three chapters, it is easily seen
that the three niain essentials of a dry kiln are; air
circulation, humidity, and heat. When the question cl'
supplying these elezents arises there seeris to be a multiFrom

tude of correct

it

ansers. In years previous

to this time,

thought that the natural draft kiln was the answer
to most kiln operatcr's prayers. Thexi as the kils using
was

forced ventilation caLie into beingthe natural draft kiln
was sadly outmoded. Now the question arises as to which
of the forced ventilation klins is the most effective, that
is, which is the most economical to operate, which dries
lumber in the

fastest

manner without producing an excessive

amount of degrade, which

question is

a most

is the

difficult

most

efficient? This

one to answer because of the

difficulty encountered when trying to gather data from
which to make a fair comparison.
In order to insure a fair comparison, correspondence
carried on with the manufacturers of dry kils and
with the kiln operators of several of the larger mills
in this region. These men seemed to think that it would
be impossible to secure data that would be accurate enough,
nd data that would provide a fair basis from Wfl1Ci to
make a cxaparison. The reasons for this, are:
(1) The
large difference in conditions under which the different
mills operate. (2) Very few, if any, would have the three
makes of kiins operating in their mills that were manufactured
was

-34in the saiíe year.

(3)

used at the different

The difference in drying schedules
ILÌiliS.

However, under these circumstances,

the author will

endeavor to make a comparison of the mechanical make-up
of these kiins and shall try to show that much progress

has been made during the last decade in improving the

lumber dry kiln.
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BLOWER TY}L

KiU

If the reader will refer to figures
the discription

it will

1

and

2

during

aid hin in understanding the

discussion.
to operate the fans, may be su:lied by
means of electric riiotors, steari sturbines, gas engines,
etc., thus, greatly aiding in making the kiln adaptable
to any location.
The power,

coils to be used in heating the kiln are
located In the heater casing outside of the kiln. The
air, as it circulates, is passed through these coils in
The steam

order to heat it to the required temperature. If the
humidity of the air is to low steani Is added as the
air passes through the heater casing on its way back through
the fan and into the kiln. As the air leaves the fan it
passes into tapered ducts that extend the entire length
of the kiln. Air is delivered into the chamber in which
the lurber is located, by means of slots that are located
on the top of the tapered duct. These slots areadjustable,
that is, the size of each slot may be regulated so that
only a certain amount of air Wii pass througïi it. In

this

circulation is secured for the entire
length of' the kiln. 1lhe air passes froi these slots and
follows the path irdicated by thu. arrows on the sketch.
As it comes from the lumber or the Kiln car it is drawn
by means of suction, generated by the fans, back into the
duct that leads the air to the heater casin, where it is
way uuiiform
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ain

'conditioned" so that it can be re-circulated

through the kili.
As the air passes through the lunber it picks up

moisture.
it

After a short tite it contains ali the noisture

can carry at the given ten.perature.

It is then necessury

to have the vents so that the saturated air

caii

be allowed

to escape from the kiln and to allow fresh air to enter

the kiln.

The exhaust vents are located (not shown on

the sketch) along the tLp of the kiln at suitable intervals.

The fresh air intake vents are located so that

the air as it is drawn in to the kiln will be heated and

humidified before it reaches the luaber.

This is necessary

if the proper drying conditions are to exist in the kiln.

These vents can be operated either manually or automaticall y.
The rate of circulation in this type of kiln usually
does not exceed 180 or 200 feet per minute.
is an undesireable feature because

This in itself

recent experiments have

shown that higher velocities will produce faster drying
rates.

In fact, air speeds of 600 feet per minute seem

to be approaching the maximum for economical trying.
a kiln of this

In

type it would require too large an amount

of power to drive the fans to make it feasible to attempt
to attain air speeds

of this velocity.

However, when the slots of the air ducts are properly

adjusted this kiln does a good job of drying the woods
that are dried in the Pacific Northwest.
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CROSS CIRCULATION KI

(Moore Type)

The power in this type of kiln may be supplied by

any device that will produce controlled rotary motion,

that is, will produce a definite number revolutions per

Usually electric motors, or stean turbines are

minute.
used.

The kiln is usually designed to fit the power that

is cheapest in the locality in which the kiln is

Heat is supplied by means of banks of

pies

to be used.

or coils

that run the entire length of the kiln (return bend coils
are usually used as they produce a more uniforii distri-

bution of heat throughout the kiln).
ruade of

These coils

may be

black iron pipe, black iron pipe with fins on

the pipe,

coper pipe,

and copper pipe with fins.

The pipes

equioed with fins have greater heating surface and therefore increase the efficiency of the coils in their ability
to throw off the heat that is contained in the steam in

the pipe.

However, it is believed that the fins increase

the resistance offered to the air as it circulates past
the pipes.

Humidity is supplied in the kiln by means of a steam
spray line.

(Usually only one line runs the entire length

of the kiln.)

The steai

is

admitted to the kiln through

small nozzels that atomize the steam, and spread it in
diverse directions.

The primary reason for having the

nozzels is to insure a more even mixing of the steam with
the air as it is circulated through the kiln.
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motion in the kiln chamber is not known,

O.

W.

Torgeson.

in his report "Uniformity of Air Distribution in a Lumber

Dry Kiln" says:"Baffles causing sudden changes in the
direction of air movement result in considerable increases
in power consumption and decreases in fan delivery."

From this statement by one of the engineers in the United

Stats Forest Products LEbcratory

it

is evident that all

these baffles do have a very detrimental effect.

(4)

The efficiency of a fan increases when it has lower

pressures to workgainst, that is, it delivers a larger
vo1ure of air when it is working against lower pressures.
The static pressure in the drying chamber of a Moore

Kiln usually runs from 0.012 to 0.3125 inches of water,
a relatively low pressure.

Recently Professor Hughes

of the Mechanical Engineering Department of Oregon State

College has run sone experiments and collected data that
should aid in improving the performance of fans used in
the modern dry kiins.

Note

should

also be made of the

width of the plenum

chambers on each side of the lumber pile as it stands in
the kiln.

In the older style Moore kline this chamber

was about eighteen inches in width, in the modern kiins
it is

a'out thirty six inches.

chamber has

a

The widening of this

tendency to make the air flow through the

pile more uniform, it also decreases the amount of power

necessary to maintain higher velocities of air as it
passes through the chamber.
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THE FRYiR TYPECROSS CIRCULATION KIL

The power is supplied to the Fryer Type kiln usually
by means of electric motors.

This kiln differs rroni the

other types discussed in this article in that each ran
is powered b

a siiigle riiotor instead

one notor to the whole kiln.
the kiln right

and.

has one disadvantage.
is

The motor is located inside

next to the tans

of outside the kiln

cf beine operated by

(see figure 4)

down in the operating room.

moisture that is always

present in the kiln when it is operating.

the

This

The insulation of the motor windings

affected by the heat and

flshorttt

instead

The motors will

and cause slight delays because or the repairs to

otors that are necessary.

However,

this trouble may

shortly be eliminated by the recently announced insulation
for wiring that is not affected by heat and

umidity.

The reason for having individual motors for each fan

becomes apparent when the subject of air circulation is

brought up.

The fans instead of facing the length of

the kiln face across the kiln.

When faced in

tills

direction they blow the air directly across the load without the aid of baffles to change the direction of the air.
(see figure 4).

Another very noticeable difference i. the design of
this kiln when compared to the two other types is the
size of the plenum chamber.

The latest Fryer Kilne main-

tained a width of six feet on each side of the load.

4
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The purpose of this chamber is to have a more unitorm

airetlation through the load.
cornes as

riother advantage that

this chamber is widened is that the fans have

a lower static pressure to work against--it ranges
be-

lowO.Ol inches of water.

Thus the fans are able tp

deliver more air without Increasing the amount of power.

In other words higher velocities of air are attained
without increasing the amount of power.

Just exactly

how much these static pressures affect the ability of
the fan to deliver air is difficult to say because of
the lack of information available on the operation of

fans of this nature against such low static pressures.
STJÌ1ÎARY

All three types of kiins described

in.

this thesis

make use of the three essentials (heat, humidity, and
air circulation) of a dry kiln.

The methods of supplying

these requirements, in some cases,are very similar while
in others they differ widely.

For instance, they all

use steam to humidify the kiln, they all use steam to

supply the heat required to dry the lumber.

The largest

difference occurs in the type of fan use to set the air
in motion, in the location of the fan, and the
direction
in which the fan is faoed(the immediate direction. in

which the air is moved).
The multivane fan used in the blower type of kiln
is more efficient working against the static
pressures

that are found in this particular type of kiln than the

disc fans that are used in the other two kiln*.

The only
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disadvantage is that with a kiln designed as this one
is,

it is not practical to try to make them produce

air speeds that are becoming iore and more into demand.
The disc fan used in the other two types of kilns

described is better fitted to this use, for obvious
reasons, than the multivane fan.

The disc type fan

delivers more air using less power when it works against
lower static pressures, therefore, the lower the static

pressure found in kilns of this type the more effective
the fan is.

Because of this reason the Fryer type kiln

is more efficient in its power utilization than
is the

oore kiln. The static pressure being less in the Fryer

kiln.
The baffling system found in the Moore type kiln
does not aid in a more efficient performance of this
type
of kiln.

However, the mere fact that the Fryer type of

kiln does not use baffles, does not make it the most

efficient kiln.
The single factor that makes the Fryer type kiln
n'ore

efficient than the the other types mentioned is the

large plenum chamber that is located on each side of
the

lumber as it stands inside of the kiln.

(1)

This chamber

makes the static pressure inside of the kiln lower
than
the static pressure in the other types of klins
mentioned.
(2)

It makes the airflow through the load much more
uni-

form.
air)

all parts of the pile receivö the same amount of

(

The first of these two factors cuts down the amount

of power

that must be put into the fan assembly to move

-45the required amount of air.

The fans are iore erfective

when working against low static pressures.

The second

factor, more even circulation through the lumber pile,
is due to the fact that the velocity of the air is less

in the kiln with the wide plenum chamber.
volunie of air that

circulaes

That is, the

through the lumber pile

is greater because the velocity of the air is lower.

Jhen air is circulating at high velocities,

it tends to

follow the easiest pathway through the lumber, when it
is traveling at lower velocities it "diffuses" through

the whole lumber pile more evenly because it is not travel-

ing at a higher velocity.

friction

The resistance of air due to

increases with its velocity, therefore a rapid

current of air necessitates more power

and

rise to a smaller output of, the fan.

.mong the advantages that the blower type kiln and
the Moore type kiln have when compared to the Fryer type
of kiln is the fact that they make use of only one power

unit.

This means less maintainence cost, and less trouble

and delay because of failure of the motors to function

properly.
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OHPTR
R3ULTS

V

OF STUDY

Becaase of the scarcity of material
wa

and.

data, it

possible to find. information concerning the rela-

tive performance of these three types of kiln in only
One publication.

Protably the best way to sam ap the

resalts of this study is to quote d.irectiy from the
article as it was published. recently in one of

t1

trade journals.

the

issaeof

In the October, 1939

COAST LULrnERL1N an article by

Habrt Hamilton entitled

"Kiln Drying at McCLOUDTT vas published..
he

ST

In this report

tells of the remodeling of the dry kiins at his plant.

The kiins were changed from blower type and 'Tothor types
of internal fan kiins" to the Fryer type of kiln.

The

results of the change at this mill are similar to the
results obtained throughout this area.
The following are quotations from his article:

"ach doable track unit is eyaipped l2-6Oinch
reversible fans, and. these are direct connected. or
mounted on an individual 3-hp. Pacific
enera1 lectric
gear motor turfling over at 305 revolutions. All units
are designed. for an ambient temperature of 200 degrees
F., and re.uire when the kiins are up to heat, a total
of 25-hp. for each double track unit
as compared. to
the 30-hp. per single track used in other typos of
internal fan kiln that this company has used, and with
15 to 30-hp. per track in the blower kiins.
,

"The fan units are set in the wall
kilns, ander the rail, and. of course ar
reversint such periods as required by
either by hand. or automatic control; at
reversing at four hour cycles, but this
The fans Produce a circulation of about

between the two
designed for
the operator,
present we are
may be varied..
400 to 500 feet
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per minate throagh the 1u.mber,nd with the spacing
provided for above and. be10 the loads we have obtallied a positively uniform circu.lation in every
Coarse varying not over fifty feet per minute.
There are no air thicts so that all resistance ha
been elirninate and. it is impossible to show any

static resistance

by pitot tabo rneasarernents. Unoond.itions, as is characteristic of disc
fans, we were able to obtain maximurn efficiency
from ouï air u.nits, getting as a resait
air flow per horsepower, and abcolately maximurn
aniforai airflow from one end of the kiln to the other without
a trace of end drift, which has always been a
problem.
d.er sach

The heating system is split into three groups
longitudinally, of the kiln and also into three groups.
across each side of the kiln, e'ch cross group being
hand. controlled so that the proper amount of radiation
can be cat in or out to meet the load demand, and
thereby get close control for either or both loads.
"The entire operation has now been carried to tle
point that ve have complete information qs to power
and. steam requjrements.
n analysis of power shows
that we are now drying from three to four timesthe
'T

footage of lumber per horsepower per hour than v:e do
in our old units, and are using the same amount of
steam in one doalbe track unit as we formerly used
in one single track for the same capacity.

" In general, drying times have been reduced
from forty to fifty per cent, and with a resultant
improvement in quality that has been very noticeable,
especially in shop and better items.
have much

better uniformity and.
the warp and twist.!?

have

eliminated.

a great deal

of
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